Item No.1 Contributor: Yongsung Kim
Item Title: origin of the dragoon game
Item Category: comic scene
Semester/year: Fall, 2014
Instructor: John McDowell

Item Description:

but what if the Dragoons come into action?

D! 
ra!
goon!
Points of Interest: this scene has become a kind of a meme in Korea
And the 3 characters sequent speaking a part of a word had
Became the origin of the dragoon game
The interesting part is that this scene itself is also used as a meme
Not only the mini game.

Links: I don’t have links but the title of the comic book this scene appeared is
StarCraft (author: Sung Mo-Kim)

Additional Information:
The dragoon game is a meme that has been transformed into a
Mini game. The popularity of the original meme gave life to the game
because you need to know the meme to play the game

The original is in Korean but I edited the words to English.

Item No.2

Contributor: Yongsung Kim
Item Title: successful dragoon game
Item Category: snapshot
Semester/year: Fall, 2014
Instructor: John McDowell
**Points of Interest**: the interesting part in the dragoon games is that there is no written rules but you can’t play if you don’t know the meme.

The dragoon game usually needs three people responding but the example I uploaded has only one person doing the three parts but it is a good depiction of how a successful dragoon game looks like

One person responding is usually not a fully successful dragoon game.
Additional Information:

The dragoon game needs three people responding but the example I uploaded has only one person doing the three parts but it is a good depiction of how a successful dragoon game looks like.

Somebody creates a post with the title 하지만 드라군이 출동하면 어떨까? (What if the dragoon come into action)

And people come and add comments on the post

With 드!(D!) 라!(Ra!) 군!(Goon) sequent.

The word 어렇까? In the image is a typo for 어떨까?

---

**Item No.3**

**Contributor:** Yongsung Kim  
**Item Title:** failed dragoon game  
**Item Category:** snapshot  
**Semester/year:** Fall, 2014  
**Instructor:** John McDowell
Points of Interest: because 드라국(Dragook) is not even a word in Korean nor English we can see that the third person is intentionally trolling to make the game fail. Which actually did make it a failed dragoon game.

Links:
http://bbs2.ruliweb.daum.net/gaia/do/ruliweb/default/community/1804/read?articleId=2403132&objCate1=&bbsId=G005&searchKey=subjectNcontent&itemGroupId=&itemId=141&sortKey=depth&searchValue=%ED%95%98%EC%A7%80%EB%A7%8C+%EB%93%9C%EB%9D%BC%EA%B5%B0&platformId=&pageIndex=1
Additional Information:
This is an example of a failed dragoon game someone made the post but

At the 군!(goon) part someone entered a comment 국!(gook) which made this a failed dragoon game

Item No.

Contributor: Yongsung Kim
Item Title: Manchester united doesn’t like the Dragoon game
Item Category: snapshot
Semester/year: Fall, 2014
Instructor: John McDowell

Item Description:

Subject: EVERYONE LISTEN UP!! Read this now!!

Anyone taunting other users by posting the word Dragoon will be banned and messages deleted forever.

It may be a small handful, in fact many are the same person but enough is enough.

If your a Manchester United fan and value your membership here with other Manchester United fans then behave.

EVERYONE PLEASE:

CLICK THE REPORT ABUSE BUTTON WHEN YOU SEE IT.
This identifies to mods the exact message which breaks the rules.

Points of Interest: some Koreans went to the Manchester united homepage and played the dragoon game on their board
And the homepage banned using the word dragoon on their homepage

It is interesting that a game of one culture was played in a place where almost nobody has background information to it

and the institution considered it bothering other users and banned it

Links: I got the picture from a news article but I couldn’t find the original link for the announcement I think it had been deleted because it was announce at a long time ago


http://news.nate.com/view/20050728n08435 (news article in korean)

Additional Information: the reason the Koreans went to the Manchester homepage was because a Korean soccer player named Ji-sung Park has entered the team

This ban not only banned the use of the game at the homepage

But it also effected the use of game I in Korea

Users started to think that we should stop doing this

The dragoon game turned from an extremely popular game to a

Just existing game

It is still well known but it just isn’t very popular as it used to be.